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p h o t o g r a p h y b y scott baker

when a miami beach couple started thinking about a
new home, they thought it best to tear down their
existing structure on biscayne bay and rebuild.

But when

a more desirable location opened up a block away on a wider lot with westfacing views of the water, that initial strategy was waived and a new plan was
instated. The low-slung, rambling home that caught their eye already had great
bones and was suitable for an addition as well as a renovation. With interior
designer Charlotte Dunagan, architect Edson E. Dailey, Jr., general contractor
Greg Milopoulos and landscape architect Michael Sapusek on board, the team
revitalized the entire property for the to-be residents, creating enough space
for the couple, their grown children and grandchildren.
“We didn’t try to change the style of the house,” Dailey says of the concrete
block-and-stucco edifice. “We were pleased with what it looked like and the
existing conditions were compatible with a renovation.” Thanks to the width
of the lot, the team was able to incorporate a major addition on its south
side, adding a new breakfast room, gym and garage on the lower level, and
bedrooms upstairs. They also gutted and reconfigured the original structure
to create more space. “We removed columns to give it an open feel, which is
more common today than it was 20 years ago when the home was originally
built,” says Milopoulos.
interior design Charlotte Dunagan, Atmosphere Creations, Inc.
architecture Edson E. Dailey, Jr., AIA, Dailey Janssen Architects, P.A.
home builder Edgar Johnston and Greg Milopoulos, Built By Owner, Inc.
landscape architecture Michael Sapusek, ASLA, Intuitive Design Group
bedrooms 5

bathrooms 11
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square feet 12,536

m at e r i a l c u lt u r e
Accessible by a concealed door in the living
room’s oak-paneled wall, the kitchen boasts
dark cabinetry that recedes against white
lacquered fronts by Boffi. Janus et Cie barstools paired with the bi-level island, as well
as the mosaic backsplash installed by S&T
Marble & Granite, continue the dark-light play.
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The old and new sections were unified with limestone flooring throughout, as well as a balcony on the water side that runs the length of the
house and connects the master suite to the other bedrooms. Dailey
says that careful attention was paid to the windows, rooflines and
architectural details, “to make it look like as if they were all implemented at one time.”
When it came to the interiors, Dunagan considered the contrasting
preferences of the couple: he had been a fan of traditional and ornate
styles, while she liked clean and modern. The resulting design scheme
called for sleek lines in warm, friendly colors and textures. Dunagan
used a consistent palette—woods were either dark or taupe—and
added white lacquer for a contrasting accent. In the living area, for
example, a pair of Christian Liaigre sofas exhibits this mix with their
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twice bitten
Whether the homeowners are dining alone or with
guests, the dual Bon dining tables with custom
Monica James & Co. armchairs allow for flexibility
in party size. A pass-through window from the
adjacent kitchen provides views of the water from
both rooms. Chandelier by Holly Hunt Studio.

pave the way
Two Medjool date palms in raised planters
create a focal point for sculpture as well as
the covered entry, where wood ceiling inserts
soften the architecture. Synthetic grass around
the motor court’s polished shellstone pavers
breaks up the density and adds visual interest.

luxe interiors
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shelf life
The library provides a masculine area for
work and reading; the custom desk by
Camilo Office Furniture encircled by chairs
from J. Batchelor features a glass-topped
display area. The Carlyn ceiling fixture from
Urban Electric Co. in North Charleston,
South Carolina, imparts a soft glow.
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dark-walnut frames, white-lacquered arms and cushions of complementary fabrics and colors: eggplant and beige. “There are so few pieces
in this room,” she says. “They need to have drama.” In the kitchen, again,
dark floor-to-ceiling cabinetry, which conceals staff quarters, contrasts
with a white lacquer cabinetry at the sink and around the perimeters.
Another one of Dunagan’s tricks was to use materials vertically: The living
area features two facing walls paneled in dark wood, while a wall in the
master bedroom is covered in suede, alluding to a dramatic headboard.
She also treated walls throughout with lime plaster. “It’s not shiny like
Venetian plaster, rather, it’s matte and has an earthy feel.” This monochromatic look was the perfect backdrop for the homeowners’ extensive
collection of artwork. “There’s no fighting with the colors of the art in this
house,” Dunagan declares, adding that specialists from Radiance Lighting
chose subtle recessed lighting to accentuate the works.
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neutral zone
A custom U-shaped sectional from Monica James
& Co., covered in beige chenille, anchors the
spacious media room, where linen-covered
coffers absorb sound. Alexa Hampton lamps
from Circa Lighting in Savannah, Georgia, sit
on either end of the custom-designed sofa table
manufactured by Ft. Lauderdale Woodworking.

tall order
Manutti umbrellas yield palm-like shade over
David Sutherland loungers around the pool by
Blue Water Pool of South Florida. Ligustrum
and bougainvillea species dot the length of
the house, from the new addition (right) and
loggia, to the stone-clad columns that support
the third-floor, glass-railed mirador.
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w h i t e pa r t y
In the master bath, the gilded veins of
Calacatta Gold marble bring warmth to the
predominantly white space. The custom
lacquer vanity from Peace Millwork Company
is another touch of white, while the Dornbracht
faucets and lights from Farrey’s Wholesale
Hardware Co. add sparkle.
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Many of the home’s pocket doors open onto the covered patio, so indooroutdoor spaces were treated as transitional areas. Recessed wood ceiling
inserts in the entry’s canopy, as well as in the balconies, soften the stucco’s
hard edges. Sapusek’s landscaping around the refurbished tennis court,
pool, new cabana and the expansive motor court make focal points of
several sculptures, flanking them with lush palms. Decorative arbors and
raised planters help section the lawn into admirable vignettes.
The couple is thrilled with the result—warm enough for him, cool
enough for her, and the continuous trade between the two is evident
throughout the residence. “It’s still modern,” says Dunagan, “but it has
a happy, welcoming feeling.” L
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touch and go
A wall of segmented suede from Arabel
Fabrics makes for a quietly dramatic headboard in the master bedroom. A Palmer
Hargrave fixture from David Sutherland hangs
above a separate seating area. The bedside
lamps are by Baker Signature Lighting and the
striped linen floorcovering is from Niba Rugs.

